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Due to its innovative formulation, this 
product, generates a compact foam 
which enhances detergency and 
casts a hydro repellent thin layer that 
delays the next cleaning operation.

SUPERGLASS
Hydro repellent detergent4
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A detergent with a flowery scent 
designed for floors, parquets and 
most washable surfaces. It is 
designed to deodorize and sanify 
enviroments. It is great for lavatories 
and for waste containers.

FLOOR SAN
Scented bactericide detergent2

A detergent designed to clean 
surfaces and for daily maintenance 
of floors. It leaves floors shiny 
without leaving any haze. Its pleasant 
fragrance is extremely persistent and 
leaves clean a environment with a 
long lasting pleasant scent.

PAVILUX
Scented floor cleaner1
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An all purpose degreaser for all kinds 
of dirt even the greasiest of soils. Its 
exclusive formula allows to sanitize 
and clean at the same time.
It’s specifically designed to clean 
small and large washable surfaces. 
This product is suitable for 
restaurants, hotels, nursing homes 
and community centers.

TOP
Scented multi purpose sanitizer

A detergent designed to clean 
surfaces and for daily maintenance 
of floors. Thanks to its formulation, 
it leaves floors shiny without leaving 
any haze. Its pleasant aloe fragrance 
is extremely persistent and leaves 
clean a environment with a long 
lasting pleasant scent.

FLOOR LUX
Scented floor cleaner7 8

Detergent wax based on an emulsion 
in water of  both natural and synthetic 
waxes and resins. This product 
is designed to clean all wooden 
surfaces: including parquets and 
varnished furniture. The product 
leaves a resilient thin  film that 
revitalizes the original finish of the 
wooden surface.

ART PARQUET
Wax detergent

Liquid shampoo with suspensive 
action specifically designed for swift 
and perfect cleaning of rugs, carpet 
floors and upholstery fabric. It can 
be used by hand or with a carpet 
cleaning machine.

MOCAP L
Scented detergent for carpets

Our perfume line consists of essential 
oil based perfumes with powerful 
deodorant properties that completely 
neutralize the source of bad smells. 
They ensure a persistent pleasurable 
effect that lasts for several days. 
These liquid deodorants have a 
pleasant fragrance that eliminates 
the smell of tobacco smoke, waste, 
drains, molds, etc.  They are intended 
to be used with the automatic diffuser 
which can has a dedicated charger or 
a set of batteries.
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Box 6x50ml 6x750ml

PERFUME LINE
Air fresheners

Box 6x750ml 3x4Kg

Product with sublime deodorant 
and sanitizing properties for air 
conditioners, dehumidifiers and 
heaters. It completely neutralizes bad 
smells with also perfect sanitization 
and a pleasant fragrance which lasts 
for several days.

AIRSANY FRESH
Air conditioners sanitizer9
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A versatile concentrated detergent 
with a particular formula which is 
effective against every kind of dirt. 
Thanks to its solvents and ammonia 
content leaves the treated surfaces 
exceptionally degreased, shiny and 
with no haze. This product is suitable 
to clean every washable surface.

HCLEAN
Multipurpose detergent1

A versatile detergent with ammonia. 
Its formula promotes a quick 
elimination of all kinds of dirts. Thanks 
to its ammonia content, this product, 
leaves sanitized, degreased and shiny 
surfaces without leaving any haze. 
This product excels in the cleaning 
of marble floors, workbenches, 
bathrooms, swimming pools and all 
washable surfaces. It can be used to 
also sanitize industrial environments, 
hospitals and community centers.

CLEAN P
Sanitizer with ammonia2

A detergent designed to clean 
surfaces and for daily maintenance 
of floors. It leaves floors shiny 
without leaving any haze. Its pleasant 
fragrance is extremely persistent and 
leaves clean a environment with a 
long lasting pleasant scent.

PAVILUX
Scented floor cleaner3
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Due to its innovative formulation, this 
product, generates a compact foam 
with enhanced detergency and casts 
a hydro repellant film with delays the 
next cleaning operation.

TERGLASS
Hydro repellent detergent4
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5 6SUPERINOX
Degreaser for metal surfaces

A degreaser specifically designed for 
surfaces in steel (including stainless 
steel), copper, brass, aluminum. It 
thoroughly sanitizes by removing dirt 
and hard-water scale without leaving 
any haze or streaks. This product 
releases a pleasurable scent.

A product specifically intended to 
polish and protect stainless steel 
surfaces. It coats the surface with 
a protective film which restores 
the original polish of steel and also 
protects the surface from fingerprints 
and water stains. It is recommended 
to use this product to clean steel 
coatings such as: fridge doors, 
dishwashing machines, conveyor 
belts.

NEW STEEL
Stainless steel protective polish

Its’a cleaning product with great 
anti static properties which gives 
brilliance to the treated surface. It can 
be sprayed on mops and dust rags 
to remove even the finest particles of 
dust, due to the enhanced anti static 
capabilities it leaves the surface 
clean, polished and dry. It is suitable 
for all surfaces such as floors, 
parquet, furniture, windows, fixtures, 
cement and tiles.

DUST STOP
Anti dust spray

Our perfume line consists of essential 
oil based perfumes with powerful 
deodorant properties that completely 
neutralize the source of bad smells. 
They ensure a persistent pleasurable 
effect that lasts for several days. 
These liquid deodorants have a 
pleasant fragrance that eliminates 
the smell of tobacco smoke, waste, 
drains, molds, etc.  They are intended 
to be used with the automatic diffuser 
which can has a dedicated charger or 
a set of batteries.
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Box 6x750ml 3x4Kg

Thanks to a new generation formula, 
this product has a dual action. It is 
an excellent deodorant/sanitizer and 
also is a formidable acaricide and 
bactericide. This product is not toxic 
so can be safely sprayed, without the 
use of any machinery, on car interiors 
such as: seats, mats, trunk, air vents, 
sofas, drapes and carpets.

DEO SANIFY F / L
Sanitizer deodorant9

Box 6x50ml 6x750ml

PERFUME LINE
Air fresheners
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A protective hydro repellent product, 
suited for the treatment of  horizontal and 
vertical porous surfaces such as: floors, 
exposed walls, statues, vases, kitchen 
and bathrooom countertops. It inhibits 
the absorption of liquids and promotes 
the removal of stains (water, coffee, 
oil, alcohol, lemon). It prevents external 
surfaces from absorbing water and 
polluting substances thusly keeping the 
items clean and dry.

HV 6689
High penetration hydrorepellent

Rapido C is a product specifically 
designed to clean and renovate 
building exteriors and monuments. It 
acts efficiently and swiftly. This is a 
ready to use alkaline product which 
clings to vertical surfaces(due to its 
viscosity) without penetrating the 
material.

RAPIDO C
Alkaline detergent for building

Rapido A is a product specifically 
designed to clean and renovate 
building exteriors and monuments. 
It acts efficiently and swiftly. This is 
a ready to use acidic product which 
clings to vertical surfaces(due to its 
viscosity) without penetrating the 
material.

RAPIDO A
Acidic detergent for buildings7
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A scented detergent that is effective 
against soap scum and hard water 
deposits. It is suitable for all washable 
surfaces and leaves shiny surfaces 
which remain protected for long. This 
product releases into the environment 
a pleasurable fragrance of freshness.

CITRISAN
Detergent for daily use4

A versatile concentrated detergent 
with a particular formula which is 
effective against every kind of dirt. 
Thanks to its solvents and ammonia 
content leaves the treated surfaces 
exceptionally degreased, shiny and 
with no haze. This product is suitable 
to clean every washable surface.

HCLEAN
Multipurpose detergent2

An acidic detergent specifically 
designed to remove hard water 
scale, grout, lime, cement and 
saltpeter from terracotta, stoneware 
and clinker surfaces. This product 
helps the penetration of products for 
floor conditioning. It is particularly 
indicated for daily maintenance of 
terracotta floors.

DEGRESS
Buffered descaling acid1

ESTERNI
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Due to its innovative formulation, this 
product, generates a compact foam 
with enhanced detergency and casts 
a hydro repellant film with delays the 
next cleaning operation.

TERGLASS
Hydro repellent det. for windows
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A concentrated liquid product which 
is suitable to clean windows, mirrors, 
plate glasses, skylights, furniture and 
all painted or laminated surfaces. It 
features good detergency against 
dust, fingerprints and grease, leaving 
a thin film which prevents dust from 
redepositing on the treated surface.

GLASS SPECIAL
Protective detergent for windows

A concentrated detergent designed for 
all kinds of floors(linoleum, terracotta, 
marble) and washable surfaces 
(suction hoods, workbenches, pools). 
It easily eliminates even the hardest 
of the soils. This product is not only 
suitable for manual cleaning but 
can also be used in floor washing 
machines.

HV 501
Degreasing detergent
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3CITRISAN
Detergent for bathroom 2

A sanitizing detergent which is able 
to eliminate every trace of hard water 
scale from all hard surfaces(including 
enameled surfaces) without any 
corrosion effect. This product is 
suited for all kinds of surfaces and is 
designed to remove any encrustations 
on taps, toilets, glasses, aluminum, 
tiles, stoneware, terracotta, porcelain 
and ceramics.

NEWKAL
Descaling acid descaler4

A scented detergent that is effective 
against soap scum and hard water 
deposits. It is suitable for all washable 
surfaces and leaves shiny surfaces 
which remain protected for long. This 
product releases into the environment 
a pleasurable fragrance of freshness.
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A detergent with a flowery scent 
designed for floors, parquets and 
most washable surfaces. It is 
designed to deodorize and sanify 
enviroments. It is great for lavatories 
and for waste containers.

FLOORSAN
Scented bactericide detergent

Its innovative formula with gentle, 
mild surfactants and emollients 
substances, ensures perfect hand 
care and protects the skin.
This product has a neutral pH for the 
skin, so it can be used for repeated 
hand washing.

SUPERPLUS
Neutral scented detergent

6 FREE PIPE
Liquid acidic drain cleaner
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BAGNO

Our perfume line consists of essential 
oil based perfumes with powerful 
deodorant properties that completely 
neutralize the source of bad smells. 
They ensure a persistent pleasurable 
effect that lasts for several days. 
These liquid deodorants have a 
pleasant fragrance that eliminates 
the smell of tobacco smoke, waste, 
drains, molds, etc.  They are intended 
to be used with the automatic diffuser 
which can has a dedicated charger or 
a set of batteries.
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Box 6x50ml 6x750ml

PERFUME LINE
Air fresheners

Due to its innovative formulation, this 
product, generates a compact foam 
which enhances detergency and casts 
a hydro repellent thin layer that delays 
the next cleaning operation.

SUPERGLASS
Hydro repellent detergent

A strongly acidic product with 
inorganic buffered acids, capable 
of unclogging drains from all kind 
of materials without damaging or 
corroding the pipes.

This product has a viscosity such that 
it clings to the toilet bowl eliminating 
every trace of hard water scale 
and dirt leaving the surface shiny. 
Furthermore its almond fragrance 
leaves a pleasurable cleanly feeling.

DETERWATER
Toilet bowl cleaner

A detergent with great bactericide power 
which is designed when aseptic and 
hygenized enviroments are requested. 
This gel clings to vertical surfaces, 
due to its viscosity, delivering great 
sanitation.

SANY CLOR
Scented gel detergent
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HEART ITALIANA S.R.L.
Z.I. La Martella · via G. Agnelli · Matera
heartitaliana.it · info@heartitaliana.it
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